
 
 

PRE-CONFERENCE SESSIONS 
 
Pre-Conference A 
Wednesday &Thursday, February 10 & 11, 1:00 pm – 4:00 pm 
 
Water and Wastewater Rates Workshop:  101 
This workshop will assist California utilities in developing sustainable financial plans, conducting cost 
of service analyses, producing a defensible administrative record that justifies the proposed rates, and 
sharing best practices in rate adoption.  The workshop will also include a legal discussion of 
Propositions 218/26 and discuss how to develop a comprehensive public outreach plan to garner 
stakeholder engagement in the process.  Come learn from industry experts about the following: 
 
 Generate sufficient revenue with uncertain sales projections 
 Develop a step-by-step approach to create defensible, cost-of-service-based rates 
 Develop capacity fee and emergency stage rates 
 Document defensible rates in an associated administrative record 
 Understand the legal requirements of Propositions 218 and 26 
 Develop a public outreach plan that engages the key stakeholders in your community in the 

process 
 
The session will be led by seasoned professionals with significant experience and expertise in this 
area. 
 
Speakers: Sanjay Gaur, Vice President, Raftelis 
  Adam W. Hofmann, Partner, Hanson Bridgett LLP 
 Melissa Elliott, Director of Strategic Communication Services, Raftelis, and President of 

the American Water Works Association (AWWA) 
 
Pre-Conference B 
Thursday, February 11, 9:00 am – 12:00 pm 
 
The Leader in All of Us:  Leadership in the Next Normal 
Leadership in government has changed in the blink of an eye.  The pandemic pushed the government 
team to work remotely without fully understanding what it will take to lead them effectively.  The new 
leader must be even better at managing performance expectations, managing communications and, 
most of all, managing the well-being of their people.  It just got harder to be the best you can be, but it 
is possible to be an even better leader in the future.  This session will discuss the “ins and outs” of 
leadership while breaking down what it takes to be successful at leading people in every environment.  
Attendees will leave this session with the understanding that people are your number one resource 
and require the highest level of leadership.  We hope you enjoy what is expected to be a fun and 
intriguing virtual session. 
 
Speaker: Phil Bertolini, Co-Director, Center for Digital Government, e.Republic 


